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…. ABOUT THIS ISSUE ….
This is a special Issue #11 that focuses on an important occasion that has significance not only to
Ukrainians but everyone who shares and cherishes the values of human rights, dignity and THE
freedom to lead their own lives free from military aggression from foreign country forces and
terrorists.
This Issue highlights the events relating to the marking of the annual Ukrainian Independence
occasion on 24th August.
Australia, though so geographically distant, has been affected in a tragic manner – by the wanton
killing of 38 of its citizens and residents (and 260 nationals of other countries) in the airplane MH17
on 17 July 2014 that was shot down by rockets over Ukraine by Russian supported terrorists.
Amongst all the victims were 80 children and three infants.
Since Issue #10 events have gruesomely unfolded in Ukraine and the world continues to condemn
the aggression against Ukraine, and increasingly support Ukraine’s efforts and calls for an end to
the aggression by the Russian forces.
People at the Parish-community level have also been monitoring and responding in whatever way
possible, while at the same time dealing with the regular matters and events at the local level.
Much has taken place at this parish-community level. As time never waits, material for sharing has
continued to accumulate. So far it has not been possible to produce an earlier Issue. Neither is it
possible to include all the desired material in this current Issue. Also a number of standard features
e.g. Meeting- BBQ notices and others that appear in each Issue are not included in this Issue #11.
Since the last Issue #10 three members of the parish-community have passed away: +Maria
Ponomarenko, +Stephania Zawerucha, and +Rosalia Stefanyszyn. Appropriate information
and expressions of sympathy will be provided in the next Issue:
Nevertheless, the intention is to produce in the following months several Issues each covering
different events from the first half of 2014 . The thinking is that it is ‘better late than not at all’.
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CALENDAR - КАЛЕНДАР
Religious Service is held every Sunday at 9:30am
Selected dates are highlighted as dates with special significance in the Parish and
Community Calendar of events

AUGUST
Ukrainian Independence Day
Sunday
23rd Anniversary (since 1991)
24/8/2014 Service: 9:30 am
After the Service light refreshments will be
served.
SEPT
Sunday
7/9/2014

FATHERS DAY …
Service: 9:30 am
After the Service refreshments and BBQ …

The PATRON DAY of the Parish: The Feast of the Pokrova: The
OCTOBER Protection of the Blessed Mother of God [Formal date is 14 October]
Sunday
12/10/2014 Service: 9:30 am
After the Service there will be a Reception and Meal. All families,
parishioners and members of the community and friends – everyone
welcome.
November HOLODOMOR: Annual Commemorative Day
Saturday
Service with Panachyda (Requiem): 9:30 am
22/11/2014
Sunday
Liturgical Service with Panakhyda in commemoration of those who
23/11/2014 perished from the Holodomor 1932-1933
Service: 9:30 am
After the Service light refreshments will be available.
December
Liturgical Service
Sunday
Service: 9:30am
14/12/2014
… followed by a welcoming party for the visit by
Mykolay (St Nicholas-Santa)
The start of the Ukrainian
Christmas-Rizdvo festive season ….
with a visit from the Ukrainian Mykolay – Santa
(Миколай)
(Normally would take place on the official date of 19
December)
Thursday
Christmas Day (Australia)
25/12/2014
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AS YEARS GO BY …
There are a number of people from our
community and parish whose health has given way to
the point that they are limited in what they can do,
and where they can go. An increasing number are
now in Aged Care Homes and hospitals.
Everyone is encouraged to contact them,
send them a card and even visit them to say hello and
cheer them up a little so that they know that they are
not forgotten … especially since they are from the
pioneering generation who settling in this region 65
years ago.
The Parish expresses best wishes to each of these people for better health, and
comfortable convalescence. We also wish the families of these people strength and
good health in all that they do.
Taras Melenewycz
C A Brown Nursing Home & Hostel
Pilgrim Lodge
87 Toronto Road,
Booragul NSW 2284

tel. 02 4958 0000

Louise Basza
Jesmond Grove Hostel
Acacia Place
101 Mordue Pde, (end of the road and 1st building)
Jesmond NSW 2299
tel. 4951 4369
Levko & Kateryna Dzus
Maroba Manor
Age Care Centre
58 Edith St 2298
Waratah
NSW

tel. 4935 0300

Oleksa Stankewycz and Anna Stankewycz
High Care (Oleksa only)
Lindsay Gardens Aged Care Facility
137a Lindsay Street,
Hamilton NSW 2303
tel 4969 8222
Note - there is also an entry from Percy Street, Hamilton.
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Maria Lodo
Raymond Terrace Gardens Nursing Centre
Paterson (section)
15 Sturgeon Street North
Raymond Terrace, NSW 2324
tel. 4987 2170
Leon Sokulsky
Domain Macquarie Place
Cleary (section)
60 Northlakes Drive
Cameron Park, NSW 2285

tel. 4944 1300

Michael Kowaltschny
Maitland Nursing Home
28 Broughton Street
Rutherford, NSW 2320

tel. 4932 6688

Stephania Zawerucha
+ 22-7-2014
Formerly of Tinonee Gardens
Magnolia House
15 Tinonee Rd
Waratah, NSW, 2298
Mr Mychajlo Kopko and Mrs Fenja Kopko
St. Joseph’s Nursing Home
Maximillian Kolbe House
240 Maitland Rd
Sandgate, NSW, 2304
tel. 4967 0600

GET WELL wishes …
To all the people from the parish and community who are not well and some who are in
hospital ( Tractor master Victor Bazalej who is regaining his mobility) - the Parish
wishes that you get well quickly and that you stay healthy and in good spirits … !
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Statement issued in Kyiv by the
Head of the Ukrainian Catholic Church [formally, Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church],

SVIATOSLAV SHEVCHUK,
Major Archbishop of Kyiv Halych,
relating to the situation and events taking place in Kyiv, Ukraine, on the occasion of
the 23rd Anniversary of Ukrainian Independence, 24th August 2014.

Kyiv, August 21, 2014
Prot. N. 14/370
To the Catholic Episcopal conferences
То the World’s Religious and Political Leaders
To All People of Good Will
For nine months Ukrainians, have been on an arduous pilgrimage from post-Soviet
fear to freedom and God-given dignity. Traumatized by twentieth century World Wars,
brown and red totalitarianism and genocide, they seek a just society and a democratic,
European future. With patience, endurance, and great human sacrifice they overcame in
February the brutal regime of Viktor Yanukovych. This moral triumph was answered in
March by Russia’s territorial annexation of Crimea. Now, for months the country endures
foreign supported destabilization, separatism, and terrorist activity in the Donetsk and
Luhansk Regions, in one word: war. Tragically, as became manifest in the criminal
shooting down of Malaysian Airlines Flight MH17, the Ukrainian trial affects the global
community.
All of the Churches and religious organizations of Ukraine stood together against the
violence of the Yanukovych regime, the annexation of Crimea, and the division of the
country. On the Maydan-Square for months, every day, and hourly in the night, in
common prayer they insisted on respect of civil rights, non-violence, unity of the country,
and dialogue. This civic ecumenical and inter-religious harmony and cooperation has been
an important source of moral inspiration and social cohesion in Ukraine.
In annexed Crimea and in the Eastern war zone some of the Churches and religious
communities have been targeted for discrimination, enduring outright violence. In Crimea
the most exposed have been the Muslim Tatars. The Tatar community as a whole is in
daily danger. Some of its leadership has been exiled, barred from their homeland. The
existence of Greek and Roman Catholics ministries, Orthodox parishes of the Kyivan
Patriarchate, and the Jewish community in Crimea has been variously menaced.
In April violence was instigated in eastern Ukraine. According to Ukrainian
authorities some1000 people, including international journalist and peace monitors, were
kidnapped or detained; dozens were tortured or killed. The anti-terror operation launched
by the Ukrainian government faces a foreign aggression that co-opts local rebels and local
and international criminal delinquents. As a result today there are over thousand civilian
casualties in the densely populated cities, with the number rising by 50 deaths or more
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daily, not to mention the 298 victims of MA Flight 17. The infrastructure of the cities
including roads and bridges, electric substations, coal mines, and industrial installations
are being destroyed to cripple the economy and future reconstruction that will become the
responsibility of the Ukrainian state. Hundreds of thousands of people have been forced to
flee the warfare that has been brought into the heart of the cities by the so-called
separatists.
Amidst the horrors of war the tiny Ukrainian Greek and Roman Catholic minority
experience oppression on the territories controlled by the “separatists.” Three Catholic
priests were kidnapped: Pawel Witek and Wiktor Wąsowicz (Roman Catholic), Tykhon
Kulbaka (Greek Catholic). The later was kept in captivity for 10 days and deprived of
medicine he needed. The episcopal residence of the Greek Catholic bishop in Donetsk was
robbed and sealed, depriving him of his chancery and all documentation. The Cathedral
yard was hit by “separatist” rocket fire damaging the building and windows with
shrapnel. The bishop and almost all Greek Catholic priests were forced to leave the
environs of Donetsk. Armed representatives of separatist regime entered the church and
desecrated the sanctuary. They “allowed” priests to stay and conduct services but put
them on travel restrictions. Terrorists blackmail the clergy by threatening to harm their
parishioners.
Most recently, on Saturday, August 16, the small monastery of the Sisters Servants of
Mary Immaculate in Donetsk was seized and violated. The sisters who generously and
humbly served the community and who were on a summer retreat or at summer camps
for children outside of Donetsk cannot now return to their home now being used by the
“separatists.”
Protestants are targeted by pro-Russian terrorist groups and have suffered the
gravest violence: two sons of the pastor of the Evangelical Church “Metamorphosis”
Alexander Pavlenko and two deacons of that church, Victor Brodarsky and Vladimir
Velichko were taken from a church service, tortured, and killed by the terrorists. Their
bodies were exhumed from a mass grave in Sloviansk.
Unfortunately, the beleaguered Ukrainian Catholics, Greek and Roman, faithful of
the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the Kyivan Patriarchate and Protestants in the east of
Ukraine are further endangered by the rhetoric of the Orthodox leadership in Russia,
which is becoming increasingly similar to the propaganda of Russian political authorities
and media.
In recent documents issued in Moscow at the highest level of the Russian Orthodox
Church, particularly in a letter to the Primates of the Orthodox Churches, Greek Catholics
and the Ukrainian Orthodox of the Kyivan Patriarchate, disrespectfully called "Uniates"
and "schismatics”, are defamed. They are held responsible for the military conflict in
Eastern Ukraine and are accused of generating the warfare, especially the violence against
Orthodox clergy and faithful endured as a result of military operations. Russian Orthodox
leaders spread libelous information about Greek Catholics and other confessions thereby
putting them in danger from the separatist militants who identify themselves as warriors
for Russian Orthodoxy.
We strongly reject these claims and accusations. The Ukrainian military is not
structured as a denominational entity. Therefore, chaplains of various denominations
serve in the zone of the Antiterrorist Operation. Chaplains are not permitted to interfere in
the life of local religious communities. Accusations that chaplains of the Ukrainian Greek
Catholic Church have committed acts of violence against members of other churches and
religious groups are not true.
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The tragedy that Ukraine is experiencing today, due to military aggression, is a
tragedy for all peoples, believers of all faiths, and all social groups. Buildings, churches
and monasteries of all religious and ethnic groups are being damaged or destroyed.
Clergy of all faiths who exercise their pastoral ministry in the Donetsk and Luhansk
oblasts and Crimea have suffered, some risking their own lives. Two Orthodox priests
who were killed in the region are among more than a thousand civilians killed during the
conflict and their terrible deaths are not connected with their religious beliefs. They were
accidental victims of shelling.
We pray for all the innocent victims and for peace in Ukraine. And our Church is
doing everything to bring peace and alleviate the suffering of those affected by this terrible
conflict.
Ukraine needs the effective support of the global Christian community and support
of all people of good will. In a media context rife with propaganda we ask you to evaluate
information critically. We need your prayer, your discernment, your good words and
effective deeds. Silence and inaction will lead to further tragedy. The fate of MA Flight 17
is an example of what may happen if the terrorist activity is allowed to continue.

+ SVIATOSLAV
Major Archbishop of Kyiv-Halych
Primate of Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church
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DISPLAYING THE COLOURS

Sunday morning 24th August …
… the scene is set for marking the 23rd
anniversary of Ukrainian Independence at
the Ukrainian Catholic Parish complex,
Adamstown, Newcastle, Australia.
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Mrs Maria Zalesky – one of the
pioneering Ukrainian settlers in the region
attended the 23rd marking of the 23rd
anniversary of Ukrainian Independence.

This year, 2014, marks the 65th
anniversary of the start of the arrival
of Ukrainian post-War emigrants
(Displaced Persons) directly to
Newcastle. The Fairsea was the first
ship to bring Ukrainian emigrants
directly to Newcastle – it arrived on
19th August 1949.

After the Service followed by refreshments in the Hall, the Smith family: Irene, Wayne, and
Richard (in front).
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The ever reliable Jaremus family-relatuves in assisting with events and activities of the parishcommunity, and no less so on this 23rd anniversary: (from l-r) Yuri (keen photographer), Olya,
Svitlana, Nina and Ihor.
(Below, l-r): Yuri and Ihor Jaremus.
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Within the Hall Fr. Paul with welcome friends (some of
whom have recently moved to the region):
(front row, l-r) Halya Lanycia, Fr. Paul, Lily Semciw,
(Fr Paul’s sister Hania Polatajko), Jarema
Polatajko, Zenia Sawalaga;
(back row l-r): Bohdan Sawalaga, Ivan
Semciw, Mykhajlo Lanycia,

[A spray of orchids in bloom….]
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As the clouds gave way to sunshine some of the people gathered to keenly ‘display the colours
(Australian-Ukrainian)’ on this anniversary day.
Amongst the people in the front row, in the centre (in a burgundy jacket), is Mrs Emelia Jaremus –
one of the first Ukrainian emigrants (a Displaced Person) in the region. She arrived in Newcastle
on the ship Fairsea directly from Naples in Europe on 19 August 1949 – this is her 65th anniversary
in Australia.

Australian
native wattle
in full bloom
everywhere during
this season.
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On the night of the 24th August the main stained window above the Pokrova mosaic and main entry
door of the Church was lit as a beacon to passers-by highlighting the conclusion of the special day
for Ukrainians worldwide.
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Locally, the same key colour tones are ever present throughout the year.
For example, the façade of the Church at the time of Zeleni Svyata (Feast of the Pentecost or
Holy Trinity) earlier this year (7th June).
Its appearance on the day before Zeleni Svyata: with the midday sun’s rays shining brightly being
reflected by the stain-glass window as well as being refracted through the crystal blue stained
glass and in doing so highlighting vividly distinct colour tones of the central vertical feature: the
stained-glass window, the Pokrova mosaic above the main entry doors that were flanked by typical
Australian greenery.
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… And from the inside of the Church when the mid-afternoon’s bright sunlight comes streaming
through the main stain-glass window bathing the Church’s interior in the same distinct vivid colours
of the stained glass – is a sight not usually seen in the morning light, but rather every sunny
afternoon when the sun shining in the west is more direct and intense…наче вишивка в склі.
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SUNDAY 24 August marked the
23 anniversary of Ukrainian Independence.
Although many different activities and functions mark the occasion
there is a world-wide initiative to show global support using a common
theme with links to the local level …
rd

Moscow highrise monument redecorated in blue and yellow colours by
a Ukrainian … and he is
offering to give himself up to Russian authorities in exchange for the
release of kidnapped Ukrainian citizen Nadia Savchenko and being held
hostage in prison by Russian authorities.
UNIAN and TCN news agencies reported on 20-8-2014 that in Moscow unidentified
activist(s) climbed to the top of one of the tallest buildings Moscow at the top of which is a
monument spire that showcases the symbolic communist Star symbol, and painted the
star in Ukrainian national colours (blue and yellow) and then attached a Ukrainian flag to
the very pinnacle of the star.

The person managed to take a ‘selfie’ after which he parachuted to the ground and
disappeared.
Later, on 22nd August the Ukrainian press (Ukr Pravda) reported that the activist is a
Ukrainian citizen and climber Hryhoriy known under his preferred name: Mustang Wanted.
Hryhoriy revealed his identity on his Facebook page where he also provided pictures of his
daring exploit. He states that he dedicated his action in honour of the Independence of
Ukraine and especially to all the men who are presently defending his country.
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Hryhoriy has also offered to the Russian authorities to give himself up to them in
exchange for the release of Nadia Savchenko, Ukrainian airforce pilot.
Nadia was kidnapped by Russian forces from Ukraine and is being held in prison by the
Russian authorities as a hostage on trumped up charges despite Russia’s actions being
denounced and calls from Ukraine and leaders from around the world to rightfully return
her to her country. The Russian authorities are concocting criminal charges against her as
a pretext to keep her in prison for at least 7 years.
The Russian authorities are ignoring Nadia’s human rights and laws and resorting to all
manner of deception and obstruction – they have even forbidden her reading material in
her native Ukrainian language.
* *
Press reported on 25 Aug that Hryhoriy followed up his action with another achievement
(Russian authorities are not very happy at all):
th

MUSTANG WANTED DECORATES ROOF OF MOSCOW STATE UNIVERSITY
with large banner greeting Ukraine’s independence:
“Congratulations Ukraine on your Independence Day!
from MOSCOW. M[oscow] S[tate] U[niversity] “
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On the occasion of the marking by
Ukraine of the 23rd anniversary of Independence,
President Poroshenko received greetings and support from leaders of
many countries of the world.
Congratulatory greetings and expressions of support were received from, amongst many
others:
Pope Francis in Rome; Queen Elizabeth II; President of the USA, Barack
Obama; President of Poland, Bronislaw Komorowski; the King of Spain, Felipe VI;
the King of Sweden Carl XVI Gustaf, His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Japan,
Akahito.
As well there were the leaders of the following countries from neigbouring areas
and distant lands: Austria - Heinz Fischer; Australia -Tony Abbott; Canada –
Stephen Harper; Slovakia - Andrej Kiska; Turkmanistan - Gurbanguly
Berdimuhamedow; Kazakhstan - Nursultan Nazarbayev; Tadzhikistan - Emomalii
Rahmon; Croatia - Ivo Josipovic; Portugal - Anibal Cavaco Silva; Benin - Yayi Boni;
Singapore - Toni Tan; Mexico - Enrique Pena Nieto. … and many others
Noticeably there were no greetings from Vladimir Putin, as President of Russia, nor
from the Government of Russia.

GOOGLE GREETED UKRAINIAN INDEPENDENCE CELEBRATIONS with
a unique logo on its web-page being an artwork created by the prolific and well
known Ukrainian artist illustrator Vladyslav Yerko. The theme of the artwork is a
bountiful harvest for Ukrainian independence.
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CANDLES TO BE LIT AROUND THE WORLD AGAINST THE WAR ON UKRAINE
UNIAN 21-8-2014
In Ukrainian cities and Ukrainian communities in many countries around the world various
peaceful activities will take place as a gesture of unity of support against the war on
Ukraine.

The world will light candles against the war on Ukraine ( show.7ya.ru)

For example, in the USA the organisation ‘RAZOM’ [Together] will form, using lit candles,
large letters NY, the Ukrainian trident symbol (tryzub) and the letters UA against the
backdrop of the Statue of Liberty.
Candles will be lit in Washington and Philadelphia.
The Niagra Falls will be lit up in blue and yellow lights in support of Ukraine.
Also, in Canada there will be a march carrying the biggest Ukrainian flag from Ukraine.
In the Austrian city of Vienna in the evenings of 23 and 24th August, candles will be lit and
floated on the river Danube.
Also UNIAN 20-8-2014 reports that:

President of Ukraine, Petro Poroshenko, on his Facebook encourages everyone, no
matter where they live in the world, in the lead-up to Ukrainian Independence Day (Sunday
24 August), to decorate their buildings, homes, offices and cars using the country’s
national colours.
In the Netherlands city of Scheveningen, which is located on the shores of the North Sea,
23 lanterns will be lit in memory of all who have died in the fight for Ukrainian
independence.
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In the Portuguese city of Lisbon on 23 August in the square in front of the monument to the
Explorers candles will be lit. The square itself has a map 50 metres in diameter showing a
map of the world laid out in marble and on it lit candles will be placed around Ukraine.

On Ukrainian Independence Day (24th Aug) both shores of the river Dnipro was
united by the light of peace.
On the night of 23 August the Light of Peace will be lit to unify Ukrainians.

The organisers of this initiative called upon everyone to come to the bridges over the
Dnipro river, which unite the lands on either side, and turn on the light of peace, as
reported by TCN.
This initiative took place on the Park and Pedestrian bridges in Kyiv, while in the city of
Zaporizhhya on the Dniprohres dam wall that crosses the Dnipro river, while in the city of
Dnipropetrovsk this activity will take place on the Novyi (New) bridge.
A special light bridge of unity was formed between Lithuania and Ukraine.
In the capital Vilnius at midnight on the 24th of August , Ruslana at the concert marking the
25th anniversary of the Baltic Path (exit from the USSR), together with the audience,
switched on thousands of lights and light candles as well as a large bonfire of peace on
the shores of the Baltic Sea, that symbolically united with the Peace lights in the city of
Dnipropetrovsk (Ukraine) on the Novyi (New) bridge.
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In Poland - suggestion that tanks of the Soviet era be repainted in the
colours of the Ukrainian flag.
On 22 August Ukrainian news agency UNIAN reported that Soviet era tanks be repainted
in Ukrainian colours a gesture of solidarity with Ukrainians and the group of 20 Russians
arrested in Moscow by Russian authorities.

The suggestion was made by well known social journalist Pavel Vronski for the
authoritative Polish newspaper Gazeta Wyborcza. Ïn Poland there are many tanks as
monuments. A bit of blue-yellow paint would do them good. …’reminding readers that on
24th August Ukraine will be marking its annual Independence Day celebrations.
He goes on to say: ‘Blue and yellow colours - are nice colours. Add to them some white
and red (national Polish colours) and you nearly have a rainbow. There are many tanks
that can be re-painted as a gesture of solidarity with the group of arrested Moscovites and
Ukraine.”
“He recalled when in 1991 when discussions were taking place about withdrawing Soviet
armed forces from Czechoslovakia from its territory, an artist, David Cherny, repainted one
of the tanks in pink.
After Cherny’s action the authorities were confused as to what to do. Later, with the usual
fearfulness of Russia they wanted to jail him for hooliganism. But the Czechs started en
masse repainting other tanks, and the matter of evacuating the Russian forces also was
hurried up. The Russians themselves noticed, that they had lost their strategic image
significance - that the pink tanks stopped being threatening, and became a laughing stock
“ writes the journalist.
He also notes that after the conclusion of the “idiotic” war in the Donbas region it will also
be appropriate to repaint these “nameless” tanks.
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JOIN THE WORLD and ‘SUPPORT ‘BLUE AND YELLOW’ SUNDAY IN AUSTRALIA
It's easy, symbolic and important for Ukraine.

Stefan RomaniwAustralian Federation of Ukrainian Organisations

HELP MAKE SUNDAY AUGUST 24 2014 UKRAINE'S NATIONAL DAY OF INDEPENDENCE
and HUMAN RIGHTS
A BLUE AND YELLOW DAY
The Australian Federation of Ukrainian Organisations calls on the Australia's Ukrainian and
broader community to support President Poroshenko's call to make Sunday a Blue and
Yellow Day in support of Ukraine.
Fly a flag, be creative with the ’blue-and-yellow’ colours in fashion and in decorating ---share your suggestions how ‘blue-and-yellow’can be used on this day [and others].
http://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2014/08/20/7035344/

The Prime Minister announced on 26 Aug 2014 that a permanent Memorial to all the
victims on flight MH17shot down over Ukrainian by Russian supported forces will
be built in Canberra in time for the first anniversary of their tragic loss.
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It's simple but effective ….

Wave a Flag for Ukraine Independence Day on Aug. 24! #UkraineFree4Ever!
Sunday
All Around the World! 2,110 (and increasing) >>>> are going so far (This means "participating in waving a flag")

Keep waving and displaying!
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… right in the very centre of Newcastle CBD on a sunny corner on Hunter and
Newcomen streets. Here you can give yourself and your friends a treat many times over
by enjoying the freshest daily seafood that is brought in straight from the fish market every
morning - nothing comes from the freezer.
As Judith Whitfield wrote in the Newcastle Herald back in March: “The menu sticks to
what is fresh and locally available and everything is cooked to order on site. Some dishes,
such as the crispy-skinned salmon pieces, require attention to ensure they are prepared
properly, but you know that you are getting a great piece of fish at a fraction of the cost it
would be at a restaurant.”
The most recent addition is Jeremiah’s own chowder, specially created from the
fresh local fish – so tasty and velvety that it is hard not to have more.
You have options – take away, or sit at one of the outdoor wooden tables under the shade
of wide umbrellas and enjoy an al fresco lunch watch big ships going in and out of the
harbour. Alternatively sit inside alongside a bench or at a table.
The décor of the premises is streamlined, airy, bright and clean and simply decorated
(featuring a colourful fish) to keep the emphasis on the home-style cooking.
Try a serving of calamari or the traditional fish and chips, or add on a fresh pear and
walnut salad to keep things light. Select from






Fresh hot chips with Murray River salt flakes;
Catch of the Day freshly battered local fish with mixed leaf salad and chips;
lightly dusted calamari with mixed leaf salad and chips;
pan-prepared crispy skin salmon with mixed leaf salad and chips;
a lunch meal special includes fish, calamari, chips and a drink

Sides and sauces: Rocket, parmesan, pear and walnut salad; mesclun mixed leaf salad;
freshly made sauces including lime aioli, tartare and tomato.
Dessert: Ready-made ice-creams, a selection of soft-drinks and juices.
Gluten-free options are available using rice flour and rice bran oil in all cooking.
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International tourists have a high opinion of the top
quality and taste of the fish meals - Jeremy with Victor
Slavensky, a company director from
Kyiv, on his one
day visit to
Newcastle, enjoyed
his selection of
pan-prepared
salmon with side
dishes.

‘Both thumbs up‘ – is the opinion of Anna Grechishkina, visiting from Kyiv,
Ukraine, who dropped in and enjoyed the meal. She is about half
on her around the world adventure journey – on
a motorbike!.
See her website:
www.ihaveadream.com.ua

Everyone welcome – come and enjoy the best fish and chips in Newcastle!
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